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Who we are

Why Nedcon

Nedcon Maritime is the largest, independent Romanian Manpower

When you choose Nedcon Maritime, your workforce becomes more

Supply Company involved in the recruitment of Romanian Seafarers,

flexible and more competitive, able to provide the best results in

Riding Teams, Shipyard Personnel, Oil & Gas Professionals and

minimum time.

Hospitality Personnel.

Our recruitment process includes not only search and selection, but also
verification of skills, medical, drug and alcohol, police record, employment

Over 16 years, Nedcon has built well-respected, solid business

verification, documents verification with the Maritime Authorities and

relationships with a large number of reputable clients, meeting their

reference checks. Whether senior management, mid-management and

requirements efficiently, quickly and effectively.

casual labour, our quality recruited personnel come to you having
undergone a rigorous selection, recruitment and testing process.

We are proud to have provided our services to many international

We supply worldwide massive and quality workforce readily available

clients, becoming the solution in demand by ship managers and ship

upon the Client's request.

owners, Oil & Gas companies, shipyard owners and industrial
operators in search of a knowledgeable and professional business
partner.
Our market reputation is built upon long-term relationships, integrity

Our Team

and trust. We prove a high level of repeat business and the fact that

Our Company benefits from the best location in the commercial centre

many of our clients come to us by referral.

of Constanta, Romania very close to the seaside, a modern office space
with cutting edge technology logistics allowing for a proper and efficient
communication and management of information.
In addition to the latest technology, Nedcon Maritime is able to provide
an important factor in this industry: quick and efficient
Accountancy / Payroll / International Bank Transfer services.
The company's growth could not have been achieved without the
cooperation between management and staff, optimizing and completing
performance towards a common goal: to continue providing services to
every client with professionalism.
Our staff form a highly experienced, qualified and hardworking team able
to provide a full range of services to Clients, with each member
contributing to maintaining Nedcon's highest standards.

Our Team Values
Our Mission is to ensure providing large groups of highly
skilled trades in a short period of time in various locations
worldwide in order to offer the best level of services for
Clients' performance. Our vision is to have long-term
satisfied Clients by offering excellence in our partnerships.

Narcis Bacaintan, Managing Director

the Client comes first
work together and recognize each other's contributions
promote a progressive attitude
strive for efficiency while being constructive and innovative
promote excellence through quality, improvement and organization
strive for commitment to the Company's strategy
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Our focus is to continually develop the best solution for
our Client's requirements. We are committed to providing
safe, cost-effective solutions and delivering a world class
service to our customers. We treat each Client as an
individual with services designed to meet their needs.

Services
offered
Our services include the pre-selection, selection and final hiring of personnel,
their medical and psychological examinations, documentation and processing
of crew documents, language testing, visa processing, departure assistance,
ticketing, operations, accountancy, payroll and all activities related to crew
embarkation and disembarkation. Dedicated to carefully selection, our
Company undertakes the Client's needs with a high degree of responsibility.
We have a team of dedicated recruitment specialists with many years of
experience in all aspects of resource management supply who can provide
a wide selection of the finest workforce, readily available upon request.

crew for various types of vessels;
riding teams;
all trades for shipyards including mid-management and management level;
oil and gas professionals;
hospitality personnel.

Our experience gathered through years of successful operation enables us
to offer all our Clients and Partners both exceptional services and real solutions
tailored to their specific needs.

Productivity

High Quality Services

Synonymous to productivity, Nedcon Maritime

Quality services provider, Nedcon Maritime supports

provides Romanian workforce with a proven

and assists in extending vocational qualifications,

capability to deliver the highest organizational

increasing skills and developing workforce abilities to

and service results, within the minimal operation

enable our Clients to compete the ever-demanding

time possible.

market.

Rapid reaction

Safety-Oriented Culture

Nedcon Maritime offers a rapid reaction time to

Safety oriented, Nedcon Maritime properly supports

support the Client's need for any given job

the health and safety of all personnel by minimising

requirement. A large number of highly-skilled

risks in the workplace. Nedcon's continuing goals for

tradespeople can be rapidly moved to any

safety in this industry are: to prevent major accidents

ship / shipyard / oilrig / refinery in the world in

that could lead to injuries and fatalities; to ensure

an extremely short period of time.

improvement in injury rates and work related ill health
(and consequent days lost from work); to support

Massive workforce
readily available
Nedcon offers quality services on a competitive

the industry's goal of becoming the world's safest

A customer oriented
approach
Every Client has their own profile of requirements
– for this reason we treat every Client on an
individual basis and work to satisfy their
requirements with our rapid response and quality
workers.

Long-term working
relationship
We develop long-term working relationships with
our Clients where the focus of both parties is to
work together to maintain a high level of service,
commercially viable for both operations.

sector; to secure more effective workplace
involvement; to maintain an effective regulatory
framework.

basis and seeks to supply large numbers of
professional tradespeople, globally upon Client's
request. Our clients have total confidence in our
ability to manage sourcing both numerous and
quality workforce.
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Crewing
Our crew database contains over 30,000 certified and highly-qualified Romanian seafarers
of all ranks. Our experienced crew have worked with multilingual crews onboard all major
types of vessels including passenger vessels, dry cargo ships, bulk carriers,
Ro-Ro vessels, container carriers, oil-chemical tankers, gas carriers and offshore vessels.

Our seagoing personnel includes Captains,

Our Company is able to provide full or

First / Second / Third Officers, Chief Engineers,

part crews on a contract basis whereby

Assistant Engineers, DP Officers and Engineers,

owners can provide cover for short or long

Reefer Engineers and Technicians, Electrical

terms requirements.

Officers, ratings and catering staff who are trained,
licensed and certified.

Riding REPAIRS

When crew disembark from the vessel, they
are de-briefed on the following: discussion

We continuously update our database of personnel

of the contract performed, confidential report

Nedcon Maritime is committed to supplying highly skilled workers

with relevant information on each individual,

details, crew member's opinion on all

on request for repairs onboard vessels and in shipyards worldwide.

• scaffolders

• pipefitters

including medical records, new certifications,

aspects of the job fulfilled.

Our labourers are skilled in overhauling all types of naval engines,

• fitters

• boiler makers

diesel generators, hydraulic systems, boilers, condensers, cargo

• welders

• mechanical fitters

training and crew appraisal records.
Before any seafarer joins a vessel, we ensure the

We regard the experience, reliability and

and ballast pumps. In addition we have experienced tradespeople

• coded welders

• riggers

crewmember has all the necessary documentation

understanding of marine practice of our

to carry out the replacement of a large variety of pipes on Deck

• steel workers

• painters / blasters

including visas, certificates and licenses.

employees as foremost in our recruitment

and in the Engine Room and to ensure the fine-tuning of onboard

• fabricators

• tank cleaners

Crewmembers are briefed properly regarding the

policy. We can therefore guarantee

instrumentation systems and automation. We also provide teams

• insulators

• electricians

travel arrangements, the port agent's and the ship's

professionalism in all areas to all future

for cleaning and coatings ballast / cargo tanks and the

• laggers

• platers

details, drug & alcohol policy of the Company and

employers.

maintenance of ships' systems.

emergency procedures. They are also provided with
all other essential information concerning their
future employment.
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Our company is pledged to provide highly-experienced labour and crew for shipyard services with the aim of ensuring customer satisfaction through
quality services, cost effective solutions, and error-free performance.

In shipyard repairs Nedcon Maritime delivers key elements to the Client's benefit:

rapid reaction
large amount of
highly-skilled
personnel
productivity

• design engineers

• hull treatment foremen and chargehands

• project managers

• pipe foremen and chargehands

• naval architects

• mechanical foremen and chargehands

• estimators

• scaffolder foremen and chargehands

• dock masters

• dock motormen

• dock engineers

• dock electricians

• steel work foremen and chargehands

• yard electricians for electrical maintenance and new electrical equipment

• rigger foremen and chargehands

• coded welders for electric arc, argon and CO2 welding

Prior to joining the project on location, our welders are tested (electric arc, argon and CO2 coded) and certified as per Clients' requirement for certain
welding jobs according to their welding specifications. All materials subject to test and inspection are to be to the satisfaction of the Surveyor and in
accordance with International Rule requirements.
• steel fabricators for steel structures on ships for new buildings and repairs
• riggers for docking block arrangements, docking manoeuvre and weights handling
• blasters and painters for vessels hull, decks, superstructures, tanks and different parts and surfaces;
• pipefitters for maintenance or new system pipes and boiler makers
• mechanical fitters to repair engines, valves, pumps, blasting or painting machines and deck installations
• scaffolders for scaffoldings in tanks and around the superstructures and roofs
Nedcon Maritime has excellent connections with various shipyards all over the world. Over the Company's years of experience providing
highly-qualified workforce in the field of shipyard services, Nedcon has always proved a rapid reaction time and a high level of professionalism in
supplying and moving over hundred of tradespeople to different locations worldwide on a weekly basis.
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Hospitality
Personnel

OIL & GAS
Professionals

Nedcon Maritime offers professional consultancy and recruitment solutions in the worldwide cruising industry and hotel department in order
to meet the specific demands of our Clients. All selected candidates pass through a stringent process which includes professional experience
and qualification checks, English language knowledge testing, police records and reference verification.

The offshore oil and gas industry has

Nedcon Maritime supplies technical personnel

Our collaborative work ethic and our clear

traditionally functioned with a teamwork

on a contract hire basis for both short- and

understanding of individual Client's needs

culture (an essential component of

long-term assignments.

enable us to achieve cost-effective

organizational performance) and many

Our highly-skilled, well trained individuals and

solutions at strategic and operational levels

operations are managed by crews, shifts

complete teams are available to meet your

in the full cycle of the oil & gas exploration

and groups working together.

requirements: skilled and experienced

and production process.

engineers and technical staff are on hand for
As an oilfield services provider, our Company

oil and gas exploration and subsequent

delivers services for offshore projects

services.

including steel and concrete structures
(in fixed, floating and mobile forms) sub-sea

Our personnel provide an in-depth knowledge

completions, interconnecting pipe work and

of the industry based on their vast experience

controls.

and also help Clients optimize their investment

Our services cover all phases of offshore oil

for the optimal return.

We are committed to sourcing highly-experienced professionals to ensure our Clients' continued business success.
We supply a broad range of positions for the Hospitality industry including the following:

• Managers

• Receptionists

• Housekeeping

• Sales & Marketing

• Guest relations

• Room boys

• Heads of Departments

• Hostesses

• Maintenance & Engineering

• Finance & Accounts

• Chefs & Cooks (All Cuisines)

• Medical personnel

• Banquets

• Bartenders

• Store keepers

• Front Office

• Stewards

and gas exploration, development and
production.
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Our accumulated experience and our team's efforts
to supply high standard quality services help us to fully
understand each Client's requirement and enable us
to recommend optimum solutions. Therefore all
relationships that we establish with our Clients
represent successful partnerships.

Our Company has offered – either directly or through a third-party arrangement – prompt,
reliable and quality services to: Grand Circle Cruise Lines, Kensington Hospitality, KD Triton,
The Maersk Marine Services, Exmar, Golar Management, Mol Tankships, V Ships, Novoships,
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement, Shell Shipmanagement, Soreni Shipyard – Le Havre, Izar
Spanish Shipyards and Delmas.
The services we offer represent a quality guarantee for each of our partners.
The professionalism of Nedcon Maritime team is recognized, recommended and highly
appreciated by our worldwide Clients.
“Among our international crew we have many qualified and experienced

“Grand Bahama Shipyard has employed various trade groups from Nedcon, including

Romanians. Since over 3 years we cooperate with Nedcon. They

welders, platers, pipefitters, mechanical fitters, electricians, riggers, scaffolders and

pre-selected the candidates and supported us every year in obtaining the

hydro-blast painters. All have been found to have a high skill level and are a reliable work

necessary visa documents. Only with their help we were able to employ

force. This has helped the shipyard to achieve pour production and delivery targets on

our Romanian crewmembers and were the link to the individual

both ship repair contracts and commissioning of our No. 2 Floating Dock”.

crewmembers during the off-season. (...) We can always rely on their

Kevin Alcock, Vice President – Production, Grand Bahama Shipyard Ltd.

professional help”
Christine Sustreanu, Senior Vice President Operations,

“Nedcon provide a quick and always quality service. Furthermore, the seafarers supplied

Grand Circle Cruise Line GmbH

have been of a very high standard.”
P. G. Rothwell, Deputy Fleet Personnel Manager, Dorchester Maritime Limited

“The service was performed to a very high standard and the staff were of
excellent quality”.

“Dorchester Maritime Limited established links with Nedcon in 1997, for our Offshore

Tom Graves, Director - Crewing, Maersk Marine Services Ltd.

Clients on FPSOs, utilizing Romanians on vessel, mainly tankers (...) we have always
found Nedcon to be conscientious, hard-working, very efficient and trustworthy and I

“We have found the Romanian working team from Nedcon to be hardworking,

have no problem recommending them to any prospective client in the marine field.”

safe and reliable and would have no hesitation in recommending them in the

Joe Phelan, Personnel Manager (Offshore Division), Bernhard Schulte

near future”.

Shipmanagement

David MacDonald, Fleet Support Manager, Golar Management Limited
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productivity
cost-effectiveness
efficiency
quality
responsibility
professionalism
excellence

Quality
Human resources is an essential element in manpower

English language knowledge is our Client's key

supply and crewing operations and we are committed

competence requirement for a workforce in an

to providing quality products at competitive terms.

industry where English language ability is essential.

Licensed by Lloyd's Register and certified in

In response to the requirements for the seafarers

compliance with the quality management system

to demonstrate the ability to

ISO 9001:2008 and MLC 2006, Nedcon Maritime is able

communicate in English, in February 2004 Nedcon

to design, implement, maintain and develop a quality

Maritime was appointed as a Marlins Approved

management system specific to the legal requirements

Test Centre in accordance with standards agreed

for crewing. The design of an in-house QMS gives us

by the United Kingdom

the flexibility to react to the Client's requirements and

Maritime and Coastguard Agency (Certificate No. 53).

ensures that any relevant documentation pertinent to

Marlins offers quality English language testing

the Company's field is available and of the latest version.

solutions for the maritime industry and is an

The QMS is audited on a regular basis by Lloyd's

international benchmark for English language ability

Register Quality Assurance.

for seafarers.
In addition, wanting to increase our capabilities and

Nedcon Maritime aims for the ongoing achievement of

offer further professional solutions,

quality management standards with an emphasis on

Nedcon Maritime personnel have been TOS (Test of

the Client satisfaction. This aim actively involves the

Spoken English) certified by the same

Company's members in all the aspects of Company

authorities enabling us to optimize our recruitment

policy.

process.

